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The electronic structure and stability of the XMg8 clusters (X = Be, B, C, N, O, and F) are studied
using first principles theoretical calculations to understand the variation in bonding in heteroatomic
clusters which mix simple divalent metals with main group dopants. We examine these progressions
with two competing models, the first is a distorted nearly free electron gas model and the second is
a molecular orbital picture examining the orbital overlap between the dopant and the cluster. OMg8
is found to be the most energetically stable cluster due to strong bonding of O with the Mg8 cluster.
BeMg8 has the largest HOMO-LUMO gap due to strong hybridization between the Mg8 and the Be
dopant states that form a delocalized pool of 18 valence electrons with a closed electronic shell due
to crystal field effects. Be, B, and C are best described by the nearly free electron gas model, while
N, O, and F are best described through molecular orbital concepts. © 2012 American Institute of
Physics. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.3700086]
I. INTRODUCTION
Localized and delocalized concepts1 for an intuitive un-
derstanding of the interactions between atoms in molecules,
clusters, and bulk materials provide insight into the electronic
structure and stability of chemical species; however, choos-
ing and contrasting the appropriate conceptual model is one
of the central challenges of quantum chemistry. Simple metal
clusters are positioned at one extreme of the spectrum of delo-
calized systems as their physics is explained through a jellium
model in which the electrons are treated as metallic or more
precisely as a confined nearly free electron (NFE) gas.2–4 A
second framework through which chemical stability is under-
stood is molecular orbital theory in which bonding and anti-
bonding orbitals reveal the stability, which lies closer to the
localized view of bonding and is exemplified by the cova-
lent bonding between elements with 2p valence electrons.5, 6
Therefore, it is of interest to examine delocalized simple
metal clusters with a dopant atom with 2p valence electrons
(Be-F) to examine the conceptual framework which could of-
fer insight into the cluster’s electronic structure and stability.
Heteroatomic clusters are a powerful tool for understanding
fundamental interactions between metals and dopants, so we
choose clusters to serve as our model system.7–19
There have been numerous efforts to develop simple
“metallic” models that provide qualitative information on the
distribution of electronic states and the nature of molecular
orbitals in many-atoms systems because calculating the wave
function is both a computationally heavy task and the so-
lution does not guarantee physical insight. One-dimensional
metallic models were proposed in the first half of the last
century to understand highly conjugated molecules in one
dimension,20, 21 and three-dimensional models were devel-
oped to understand the absorption spectra of decaborane.22
A metallic “unified atom” model for polyhedral borane
a)E-mail: snkhanna@vcu.edu.
clusters was proposed by Hoffman and Lipscomb where the
valence electrons of a central site are subjected to a crys-
tal field determined by the effective nuclear charges on sur-
rounding atoms.23 For tetrahedral, octahedral, and icosahe-
dral symmetries in this model, one obtains filled shells at
electron counts of 2, 8, 20, 40, 70, . . . Such a simplified
model, however, does not account for all the observations in
metallic systems. For example, Knight and co-workers gen-
erated Nan clusters in beams and found that clusters con-
taining 2, 8, 18, 20, 34, 40, 58, . . . atoms exhibited en-
hanced stability and were called magic numbers.2 They also
proposed that the observed magic numbers had an elec-
tronic origin that could be accounted for within an effec-
tive spherical jellium model in which the positive charges
on the ionic cores are smeared into a uniform spherical
background determined by the size of cluster. Such a po-
tential leads to bunching of the electronic states which can
again be classified by nl quantum numbers (1S, 1P, 1D,
2S, . . . ) with closed electronic shells at electron counts
2, 8, 18, 20, 34, 40, 58, 68, 70, 92, . . . Extensive experimen-
tal work on the stability, polarizability, ionization potentials,
and reactivity over the past three decades has shown that the
spherical jellium model, despite being highly simplistic and
marked by indisputable limitations, does provide an overall
representation of the observed behaviors.24–30 This evidence
is further supported by first principles studies on symmet-
ric compact clusters that show that the energy ordering and
shapes of molecular orbitals conform largely to the ordering
suggested by the jellium picture.31–35
While the existing experimental evidence on magic
species provided evidence for the validity of “metallic” mod-
els, the bunching of electronic states led Khanna et al. to pro-
pose the “superatom” concept.3 They showed that an Al13
cluster with a 2P5 highest occupied electronic orbital had a
high electron affinity comparable to halogen atoms. Moti-
vated by their findings, they proposed that stable spherical
clusters could be regarded as “superatoms” forming a third
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dimension to the periodic table. Superatom clusters with an
effective chemical valence provided an organizing principle
which instructed much of cluster research, and over the past
20 years, numerous superatoms including inert, halogen, mul-
tivalent, and magnetic species have been identified.36–43
Unlike atoms, the electronic orbitals in superatoms are
delocalized over the cluster and hence offer new features.
However, like atomic orbitals, the superatomic orbitals have
same angular distributions. It is therefore interesting to ex-
plore the nature of bonding and hybridization between the su-
peratomic and atomic orbitals. In a recent work, we had ex-
amined the magnetic properties of XMg8 (X = 3d transition
metals) clusters.42 The clusters were found to have ground
states that correspond to a square antiprism of Mg atoms with
an endohedral X atom. Further, we showed that the X atoms
induced an exchange splitting of the superatomic shells, lead-
ing to the possibility of designing superatoms with magnetic
supershells.
Our objective in this work is to examine the hybridiza-
tion between superatomic delocalized orbitals and atomic 2p-
states as the atomic states become lower in energy, becoming
increasingly localized. We examine this interesting aspect by
considering a composite cluster containing 8 Mg and a Be, B,
C, O, N, or F dopant atom (2nd row of the periodic table).
Since Mg is divalent, an Mg8 cluster has a valence pool of
16 valence electrons with a 1S2, 1P6, 1D8 configuration with
partially occupied 1D superatomic orbitals. The addition of a
hetero 2nd row atom/dopant with 2s or 2p valence states is
shown to lead to a progression across the series towards an
electronic spectrum that can better described as a unified jel-
lium in the beginning of the series (BeMg8), and that evolves
towards a bonding anti-bonding like picture as the atomic p-
states become more localized at the end of the series (OMg8).
II. THEORETICAL METHODS
The ground state geometries, one electron states and
molecular orbitals of XMg8 clusters (X = Be, B, C, N, O,
and F) were calculated within a gradient corrected density
functional theory (DFT) formalism. The molecular orbitals
are expressed as a linear combination of Gaussian functions
centered at the atomic sites. The actual calculations were per-
formed using the deMon2k code44 with exchange correla-
tion incorporated via the PBE functional.45 All electrons were
considered using a Double Zeta Valence Polarized basis set
(DZVP) and the fitted density was expanded using the GEN-
A2 auxiliary function set. The exchange energy and potential
were calculated by numerical integration of the orbital den-
sity. The clusters’ molecular orbitals were assigned subshell
distinctions based on the symmetry group of the electronic or-
bitals whenever possible, and through inspection of the nodes
in the calculated wave functions. For each case, several trial
geometries were fully optimized without constraints in delo-
calized internal coordinates,46 starting with previously found
geometries for other clusters as well as those obtained using a
genetic algorithm method available in our group. Various pos-
sible spin multiplicities were investigated, and the reported
results are based on geometry and spin optimized ground
states. Supporting information provides the Cartesian coor-
dinates and the ground state geometries (Fig. S1) of isomers
with the same spin as the ground state but with the dopant
atom inside for the cases of B, C, N, O, and outside for the
Be. Figs. S2 and S3, showing the contribution of the s and
p atomic orbitals for X and Mg atoms to the molecular or-
bitals near highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO), are
also included.47
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Fig. 1 shows the ground state geometry of the XMg8 clus-
ters which exhibit the lowest possible spin multiplicity. The
ground state of BeMg8 is a compact structure that can be de-
scribed as an oblate square antiprism of Mg atoms with an en-
dohedral Be atom. Note that Be and Mg are isovalent with 2s2
and 3s2 valence configurations and the cluster has a valence
count of 18 electrons. For Boron, containing 1p-electron and
known for its directional bonding, the geometry is a cage of
Mg8 with B occupying a site above the square face that can be
considered as distorted boron capped square antiprism. The
CMg8 and NMg8 cluster show similar geometries although
the atoms are closer to the square face than in B. The OMg8
exhibits a markedly different structure with the O atom bind-
ing to a triangular face of the Mg8 cage that presents a hexag-
onal bipyramid structure making the overall structure close to
a capped hexagonal bipyramid. Finally, FMg8 has a pentag-
onal bipyramid geometry of Mg atoms with a F atom (MgF
group) bound to an apex Mg site. For the oblate square an-
tiprism geometries of Fig. 1, the Mg-Mg bond lengths show
mild variation from 2.92 to 3.3 Å, and the X-Mg distances
to the Mg face decrease from 2.3 to 2.08 Å from B to N. As
we will show, these geometrical progressions are signatures
of the evolution in the nature of bonding.
Earlier studies on pure Mgn clusters have shown that
while Mg2 is a weakly bound dimer, the clusters undergo a
metallic transition with increasing size.48 The metallic tran-
sition stems from the sp- hybridization, that leads to a fill-
ing of the p-states, otherwise unoccupied in the Mg atom. In
the present case, as we will show later, the frontier orbitals in
mixed clusters have a significant contribution from the Mg
p-states. It is then interesting to note that some of the
FIG. 1. The ground states geometries of XMg8. The pink spheres are the
Mg atoms and the dopant (X = Be, B, C, N, O, and F) atom is the sphere in
different color. The bond lengths are also given in units of Angstroms.
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FIG. 2. (a) Trends of binding energy (BE); (b) the HOMO-LUMO gap (HL) for the XMg8 series; (c) vertical ionization potential (VIP) for Mg, Mg8, and the
XMg8 series; and (d) variation of spin excitation energy (Espin) for the XMg8 series.
structures obtained here are similar to those predicted by
Wade-Mingos rules,49–51 often used to rationalize stability
of clusters of atoms with p-valence electrons. For example,
BeMg8 has an 8-vertex system with 18 (2n + 2) valence elec-
trons. CMg8 has 9 vertices with 20 (2n + 2) valence elec-
trons. The O site in OMg8 has two external lone pairs and
contributes only two valence electrons. OMg8 is then an 18
electron valence cluster. The hybridization between s and p
orbitals in these metallic clusters makes it difficult to assign
“skeletal” electrons,49–51 so we suspect this correlation is due
to a general preference for deltahedral structures. The ground
states in many of the clusters are also marked by close ly-
ing isomers. These are shown in supplementary Fig. S1 along
with the relative energy compared to the ground state.
To monitor the strength of bonding, we calculated the
binding energy (BE) of the dopant atom to the Mg8 cluster
via the equation:
BE = E(X) + E(Mg8) − E(XMg8). (1)
Here E(X), E(Mg8), and E(XMg8) are the total energies of
an X atom, Mg8 cluster, and XMgn cluster, respectively. The
trends in the BE are given in Fig. 2(a). Note that the BE in-
creases with the increase of 2p valence electrons of the dopant
atom with two local maxima at C (6.05 eV) and O (7.5eV)
and two minima for N(5.84 eV) and F(5.9 eV). We also found
that the gap between the HOMO and the lowest unoccu-
pied molecular orbital (LUMO) (HL gap) present a zigzag
variation as shown in Fig. 2(b). For the Be, C, and O with
even number of electrons, the HOMO-LUMO gap is around
1.2 eV, with Be having the largest value of 1.29 eV. For B,
N, and F that contain odd number of electrons, the values
are around 0.4 eV with FMg8 having the largest HL gap of
0.54 eV. As our previous work on Aln− has shown, clus-
ters with HOMO-LUMO gaps in excess of 1.0 eV are gen-
erally resistant towards etching by oxygen due to a large spin
energy excitation, and can therefore be relatively inert.30 In
Fig. 2(c) we show the vertical ionization potential (VIP) for
a Mg atom, Mg8 and XMg8 clusters. The highest VIP of
7.5 eV for the Mg atom is followed by Mg8 with 5.10 eV.
In the XMg8 series, the VIP increases up until the CMg8 with
5.43 eV as a maximum, then, for NMg8 the VIP drop off to
around 4.75 eV, increasing once again to 5.14 eV for OMg8
and finally dropping off to 4.75 eV for FMg8. To further in-
vestigate the cluster’s stability towards spin excitations, we
calculated the energy difference between the ground state and
the closest isomer of different multiplicity defined as the spin
excitation energy, Espin, shown in Fig. 2(d) for the XMg8 se-
ries. For the first three (Be, B, and C) this energy has a value
of around 0.5 eV, it then drops to 0.3 eV for NMg8, which
means that it is closer to the nearest isomer of different spin,
then Espin increases for OMg8 and FMg8, that display the
highest value of 0.7 eV.
The relatively high VIP’s of CMg8 and OMg8 are sig-
natures of a closed electronic shell, while the low VIP’s of
NMg8 and FMg8 are due to enhanced stability of the respec-
tive cationic NMg8+ and FMg8+ species. To understand the
evolution in electronic structure and to identify closely packed
groupings of states of the XMg8 series as the dopant atom is
changed, we have plotted the calculated density of states in
Fig. 3. Each electronic level is broadened with a Gaussian
of half-width 0.3 eV. We further projected each state to the
dopant site and Mg sites. The red and green regions corre-
spond to the contributions of the dopant s and p states respec-
tively, while the blue regions are the contributions from the
Mg states.
As we progress from Be to F, several trends become ap-
parent. First of all, we want to identify clusters which have
an electronic structure in which bunches of closely packed
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FIG. 3. Density of states of the ground states for XMg8 series. The red and green colors show the s and p contribution, respectively, of the dopant atom, while
in blue color shows the total contribution of the Mg atoms to molecular states.
levels are separated into well-defined shells. BeMg8 has 4
shells which are well separated from each other, three of
which are filled, and a fourth that is unfilled. The shell struc-
ture is still visible in BMg8 and CMg8, although the shell
which contains the HOMO is broadened, and the lowest en-
ergy valence shell is lowered in energy because it is controlled
by the energy of the 2s orbital of the dopant, so in the case of
carbon it is shifted off our scale. The electronic shell struc-
ture diminishes further in NMg8 with two groupings of states,
one subshell at −4 eV, and a very broad density of states from
−2.5 eV to 1.5 eV, so broad that it can no longer be reason-
ably characterized as a subshell. With OMg8 it is not possible
to assign where one subshell may begin or end based simply
on the density of states, indicating that a confined nearly free
electron gas model is no longer sufficient to understand the
electronic structure of OMg8. FMg8 has a different electronic
structure, where there are well-defined F atomic orbitals and
Mg orbitals, but minimal mixing between the two. As one
progresses from Be towards F, the green regions indicating 2p
dopant orbitals move deeper into the electronic structure from
a strong hybridization between dopant s- and p-states and Mg
states in BeMg8 to a lone pair situation in OMg8 and FMg8
where the states with significant 2p density are primarily only
2p states. These variations in electronic structure as 2p elec-
trons are added to the dopant atom show a strong evolution in
electronic structure.
The key issue in the progression in electronic structure
is the hybridization of the dopant electronic states with those
of the Mg8 cluster. To this end, we analyzed the nature of
the electronic orbitals in each of the XMg8 clusters. For each
orbital, the angular momentum state was identified through
inspection of the shapes of the orbitals and the nodes. The
resulting analysis is shown in Figs. 4–6. We also show in
Figs. S2 and S3 the orbital decomposition of the HOMO
– 2, HOMO – 1, HOMO, LUMO, LUMO + 1, and LUMO
+ 2 electronic states to examine the orbital nature of the Fron-
tier orbitals. Fig. S2(a) and S2(b) show the % contribution of
the Mg s-and p-states while Figs S3(a) and S3(b) show the
contribution of the X atom’s s- and p- orbitals to these states.
Note that the contribution of the Mg s-states to the orbitals
generally decreases while that of the Mg p- orbitals gener-
ally increases as one goes from HOMO – 2 to LUMO + 2
showing that the p-states of Mg, that are unfilled in the atom,
become occupied and contribute to orbitals near HOMO.
Fig. S3(a) and S3(b) show that these Frontier states have con-
tribution from p-states of the X atom and that the HOMO,
HOMO – 1, and HOMO – 2 have negligible mixing of the X
atom s-states.
We now focus on the progression of nature of the elec-
tronic states in the XMg8 clusters. A Be atom has valence
2s2 state like 3s2 in Mg and the BeMg8 presents an electronic
spectrum that is best rationalized as a jellium set of states with
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FIG. 4. (a) BeMg8 and (b) BMg8. The one electron energy levels and molecular orbital wavefunctions isosurfaces (isoval = 0.01 a.u.). The majority and
minority levels are shown. Continuous lines correspond to the filled levels, whereas the dotted lines correspond to the unfilled states.
20 valence electrons shown in Fig. 4(a) composed of |1S2 |
1P6 | 2S2 1D8 ‖ 2P4 1DZ2 | superorbitals where the vertical
lines indicate observed gaps and the double vertical line in-
dicates the gap between filled and unfilled orbitals. Since the
ground state geometry represents a compression along the z-
axis, the Dz2 orbital is split from the other D-states due to
a crystal field splitting.34, 36 Consequently, while the cluster
with 18 electrons has a configuration with a partially filled D
shell, it is still quite stable with a large HOMO-LUMO gap of
1.29 eV through the crystal field splitting of the 1D subshell.
The LUMO of BeMg8 is an orbital assigned as two degen-
erate 2P4 orbitals. These orbitals are lower in energy than is
expected for a NFE, but this can be understood more clearly
as an antibonding orbital where the phase of the atomic 2p
FIG. 5. (a) CMg8 and (b) NMg8. The one electron energy levels and orbital wavefunctions isosurfaces (isoval = 0.01 a.u.) are shown. See caption of Fig. 4.
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FIG. 6. (a) OMg8 and (b) FMg8. The one electron energy levels and orbital wavefunctions isosurfaces (isoval = 0.01 a.u.). See caption of Fig. 4.
orbital is reversed from that of the 2P NFE orbital. While
both descriptions, 2P NFE and 1P/2p*, can be adopted for
the LUMO, the 1P/2p* description is more consistent with
the position of this orbital, as a 2P NFE orbital34 is expected
to be much higher in energy. The 1Dz2 orbital is found to be
the LUMO + 2. We also note the importance of the conser-
vation of symmetry in the hybridization of the impurity states
with the Mg8 orbitals.52 The 2s atomic states of Be only mix
with the 1S2 and 2S2 NFE orbitals, while the 2p atomic states
mix exclusively with the 1P6 Mg8 orbitals. As BeMg8 is the
only cluster studied here in which the dopant atom is endohe-
dral, this is the only cluster where the symmetry of the atomic
orbitals of the Be and the MO of the cluster have the same
symmetry.
The BMg8 is the first cluster with a dopant atom (B) with
occupied valence p-orbitals (2s2 2p1). Note that we use capi-
tal letters to denote delocalized orbitals and lowercase to de-
note atomic orbitals. In the BMg8 ground state, the B atom
occupies an exterior site above the Mg plane. Fig. 4(b) shows
the MO’s of the BMg8. The one-electron levels still have the
expected subshell structure of a NFE model with 19 valence
electrons, with assigned subshells of | 1S2 | 1P6 | 1D10 2S1‖
2S1 | 2D4 |. Because the B atom is not in an endohedral po-
sition, the hybridization is different than that seen in BeMg8.
For example, the atomic 2s orbitals contribute to both 1S and
1Pz NFE orbitals because the B atom occupies an exterior site
above the Mg plane placing it entirely in one lobe of the 1Pz
orbital. Secondly, the NFE orbitals with the significant over-
lap with the 2p atomic orbitals now include the 1Dxz and 1Dyz
orbitals in addition to the expected 1Px and 1Py. This results
in a significant amount of the 2p density of states now being
found in the | 1D10 2S2| shell. The cluster no longer has the
oblate distortion of BeMg8, so 2S and 1D orbitals are now
found in the same shell. The LUMO + 1 is now a 1D/2p*
orbital, which is constructed from a 1D NFE orbital and a
2p atomic orbital that has opposing phase as indicated by the
antibonding “star” which cannot be assigned using NFE no-
tation.
The CMg8 in Fig. 5(a) presents a similar electronic struc-
ture to BMg8 as it also occupies a site above the Mg4 plane.
The 1s orbital of C is lower in energy and CMg8 has an even
number of electrons, but otherwise the DOS of the alpha chan-
nel of BMg8 and CMg8 are ostensibly the same. There is one
small difference in that the C atom lies closer to the Mg4 plane
so that the 2pz atomic orbital contributes primarily through the
1Dz2 NFE state in C, while in B the state with 2pz contribu-
tions is assigned as 2S. Dz2 and S orbitals belong to the same
irreducible representation in all plausible point groups, so this
difference is minor. Otherwise, the hybridization between the
dopant atom and the Mg8 cluster is strikingly similar in BMg8
and CMg8.
An alternative notation for the assignment of MO using
the NFE subshell notation is one in which the character of the
NFE orbital and atomic orbital are characterized as bonding or
antibonding orbitals. We had previously used this description
in unfilled orbitals, but as their inclusion was not necessary
to describe the ground state electronic structure, we did not
emphasize the point. Here we would like to emphasize that in
many situations, the NFE and MO notation converge giving
identical descriptions. For example, a 1Px NFE orbital, and a
1Px/2px are the same, 1Px NFE orbital is constructed out of
atomic orbitals, so one would expect contributions from the
2px atomic orbital to construct the expected 1Px orbital. A sec-
ond example is in the 1D NFE and 1P/2p* orbitals of CMg8.
In this orbital, the 1D and 1P/2p* descriptions are identi-
cal producing the 4 lobe orbital expected for 1D delocalized
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orbital. This shows that the two conceptual models can con-
verge to the same result in some cases. We raise this issue as
NMg8 is the first considered species where the ground state
structure cannot be fully justified within a NFE description.
For NMg8 in Fig. 5(b) the electronic structure retains
some of the electronic structure of a jellium like picture, how-
ever the 2p orbitals of the N atom are deeper in energy and
results in a larger perturbation of the electronic structure than
the elements to its left on the periodic table. The 1P NFE
states all have significant components from the N 2p orbitals.
The lowest energy state may be thought of as a 1S/2pz orbital
where the node of the wave function is caused only by the N
atom. The two other 1P NFE orbitals may also be assigned
as 1P/2p orbitals, as the 2p atomic orbitals and 1P NFE or-
bitals belong to the same irreducible representation and have
excellent overlap. The 1S/2p and 1P/2p orbitals are close in
energy because they have the same number of nodes in the
wave function and are constructed from the same 2p atomic
orbital; this suggests that the molecular orbital notation is less
useful than the NFE to predict the energy of these orbitals.
The two lowest energy 1D NFE orbitals also have significant
p components, in which the N atomic 2p orbitals act as the top
two lobes of the 1Dxz and 1Dyz NFE orbitals, and they may
be described as 1Px/2px* and 1Py/2py* in our molecular or-
bital notation. Note that these 1Dxz and 1Dyz orbitals were the
HOMO of the BeMg8 cluster, but are now over 2 eV below the
HOMO showing the effect of the lower energy of the 2p nitro-
gen atomic orbitals. The orbital which lies 1.5 eV below the
HOMO with A1 symmetry is reminiscent of a 1Dz2; however,
it may also be thought of as a 1Pz NFE orbital antibonding
state with the 2pz of N. Both of these heuristic aids explain the
symmetry of the orbital, although the crystal field splitting of
NFE predicts that this 1Dz2 would be the highest energy 1D
orbital, while it is in fact the middle 1D NFE orbital. The next
two orbitals are 1Dxy and 1Dx2–y2 which are invariant to in-
version, so they have no overlap with the N 2p orbitals by
symmetry conservation. The HOMO of the NMg8 can be best
described as an antibonding orbital between the 1Dxz and 2px
atomic orbitals showing that for NMg8, the bonding picture
between of atomic orbital and Mg8 NFE orbitals is needed to
describe all of the filled electronic orbitals in the cluster. We
also note that the filling of the singly occupied antibonding or-
bital explains the decrease in the BE as we progress from C to
N, as shown in Fig. 2. The large decrease in I.P. when moving
from C to N also highlights the instability of this antibonding
orbital.
Fig. 6(a) shows the energy levels and molecular orbitals
for OMg8. In this case the O atom leads to a distortion of the
Mg8 square antiprism to a hexagonal bipyramid with O bound
to a triangular site. The 1S/2p and two 1P/2p orbitals are local-
ized on the O site and show little separation from the remain-
ing orbitals. The next three orbitals are assigned as 1P/2p and
the next two as 1P/2p*. These assignments are based on the
wavefunction’s nodes, in the Mg8 unit and on its interaction
with the O atom. At this point, a great deal of charge density
has been placed on the O atom, so the remaining orbitals have
smaller contributions from the O 2p orbitals. The remaining
orbitals may be described as delocalized 2S and 1D orbitals
but the 1D NFE orbitals have opposite phase with the 2p or-
bitals of the O atom, so they are assigned as 1D/2p*. These
orbitals are all very different from the predictions based on the
jellium model, so the increased localization and deep 2p or-
bitals of O result in the molecular orbital picture giving more
insight into the electronic structure.
The energy levels and molecular orbitals for FMg8 shown
in Fig. 6(b) present a completely different atomic structure
where the F is bound to an apex atom. The 1S state is quite
deep (and not shown in the figure) and the lowest p-states
are completely localized on the F-site. The electronic spec-
trum is more aptly described as 2p atomic orbitals, followed
by NFE orbitals with weak antibonding character with the F
atom. This is marker for an ionic bond, and the charge transfer
(NBO) from the Mg8 motif to the F atom is −0.99 e−. As the
interaction is ionic, the electronic structure may be split into
two spaces and may be treated separately as atomic F orbitals
and NFE orbitals of the Mg8 which are strongly perturbed by
the F atom.
In the above, we have shown above that XMg8 clusters
exhibit an interesting progression of hybridization between
atomic and superatomic states. At the beginning of the
series, the composite clusters may be aptly described using
a metallic model to understand the electronic structure.
As the number of 2p orbitals increases and their energy
decreases hybridization between atomic and superatomic
orbitals increases making the molecular orbital description
more useful in understanding the electronic structure.
Hybridization between atomic and superatomic orbitals
can also lead to interesting physical effects as shown in our re-
cent work on XMg8 clusters.42 For these clusters, the atomic
orbitals of significance are the 3d-states. The X atoms oc-
cupy an endohedral site within the Mg8 square antiprism, and
the symmetry enhances the hybridization between the atomic
and superatomic states of D-character as they both belong to
the same irreducible representation. The atomic 3d-states are
marked by varying exchange splitting across the 3d series. As
the d-states mix with superatomic D-shell, D-states are mostly
affected by the atomic exchange splitting.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
The electronic structures of BeMg8, BMg8, and CMg8
are found to be described following intuitive delocalized and
localized concepts with small modifications due to the pres-
ence of the dopant atom. However as we change to dopant
atoms with additional and lower energy 2p electrons such as
NMg8 and OMg8, a molecular orbital picture which is more
in line with a localized view of electronic structure provides
more insight into the electronic structure, and allows for the
qualitative assignment of orbitals. FMg8 is even more local-
ized, so orbitals may be viewed as primarily atomic or de-
localized in nature. The molecular orbital concept may also
be applied to work with magnetic dopants, as the symme-
try of 3d localized and 1D delocalized orbitals are the same,
so strong hybridization between these two orbitals may re-
sult in exchange splitting. The binding energy of the dopant
increases monotonically from Be through C, and decreases
to N, which is the first cluster with an occupied antibond-
ing orbital between the dopant and the Mg8 cluser orbitals.
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Furthermore, there is a large decrease in ionization potential
in NMg8, indicating that this orbital interacts poorly with the
Mg8 cluster. Oxygen binds to the cluster most strongly, with
extensive overlap between the deep 2p atomic orbitals and the
cluster. The judicious use of these localized and delocalized
concepts to understand cluster phenomenon shed light into the
electronic structure of heteroatomic clusters.
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